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N° Code TitEN Def1_EN

1 311.31a Services - Plumber Replacement of two old mixer taps by two new mixer taps in 
a bathroom by a fitter.
No changes to the existing pipes.
Specify hourly labour rate for such work incl. VAT, excluding 
travel cost.
(Excluding price of materials).

2 311.31b Services - Plumber Replacement of two old mixer taps by two new mixer taps in 
a bathroom by a fitter.
No changes to the existing pipes.
Specify the amount billed incl. VAT for the whole work 
(quote).
(Excluding price of materials).

3 311.31c Services - Plumber Replacement of the sanitary equipment of a bathroom 
consisting of a mixer tap and shower nozzle of a built-in bath, 
and a mixer tab for a wash basin by a fitter.
No changes to the existing pipes.
Specify hourly labour rate for such work incl. VAT, excluding 
travel cost.
(Excluding price of materials).

4 311.31d Services - Plumber Replacement of the sanitary equipment of a bathroom 
consisting of a mixer tap and shower nozzle of a built-in bath 
and a mixer tap of a wash basin  by a fitter.
No changes to the existing pipes.
Specify the amount billed incl. VAT for the whole work 
(quote).
(Excluding price of materials).

5 311.31e Services - Electrician Installation of an extra electrical fuse for a new electrical 
cooking range in the kitchen,  including drawing wire over 15 
m through existing service pipes. Work done by a qualified 
person.
Specify hourly labour rate for such work incl. VAT but 
excluding travel costs.
(Excluding price of materials).

6 311.31f Services - Electrician Installation of an extra electrical fuse for a new electrical 
cooking range in the kitchen,  including drawing wire over 15 
m through existing service pipes. Work done by a qualified 
person.
Specify the amount billed incl. VAT for the whole work 
(quote).
(Excluding price of materials).

7 311.31g Services-decorator Washing and painting (2 coats) with emulsion paint (not 
lacquer) of a ceiling of 20 m² by a qualified person. The 
ceiling is in a good condition and does not require a special 
preparation. In an empty room, floor to be covered by the 
decorator. Specify hourly labour rate for such work  incl. 
VAT, excluding travel cost.
(Excluding price of materials).
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8 311.31h Services-decorator Washing and painting (2 coats) with emulsion paint (latex not 
lacquer) of a ceiling of 20 m2 by a qualified person. The 
ceiling is in a good condition and does not require a special 
preparation. In an empty room, floor to be covered by the 
decorator. Specify the amount billed incl. VAT for the total 
work (quote).
(Excluding price of materials).

9 311.31i Services-decorator Washing and painting (2 coats) of one room, ceiling and 
walls with emulsion paint (latex not lacquer) by a qualified 
worker. Floor area of 20 m² ( 4 X 5 m), height to the ceiling 
2.60 m, windows and door are not painted. The walls and the 
ceiling are in good condition and do not need filling. In an 
empty room, floor to be covered by the decorator.
Excluding price of material. Specify amount invoiced for the 
whole work (quote) - 60m2,  incl. VAT.

10 311.31j Services-decorator Washing and painting (2 coats) of one room, ceiling and 
walls with emulsion paint (latex not lacquer) by a qualified 
worker. Floor area of 20 m² ( 4 X 5 m), height to the ceiling 
2.60 m, windows and door are not painted. The walls and the 
ceiling are in good condition and do not need filling. In an 
empty room, floor to be covered by the decorator. Excluding 
the price of the material, but including the price of the 
material used to cover the floor and, if compulsory, the tax 
for recycling this material. Specify amount invoiced for the 
whole work (quote) - 60m2,  incl. VAT.

11 311.31k Yearly service - Oil-fired central 
heating (50 kw)

The price includes the yearly inspection of the oil burner 
adjustment and fire test.
No combined system for heating and hot water.
Specify the amount billed incl. VAT for the whole work 
(quote), (excluding price of materials).

12 311.31l Yearly service. Gas fired central 
heating (50 kw)

The price includes the yearly inspection of the gas burner 
adjustment and fire test.
No combined system for heating and hot water.
Specify the amount billed incl. VAT for the whole work 
(quote), (excluding price of materials).

13 311.32a Emulsion paint (latex) - indoor 
use - washable

Thinner: water.
White, mat finish, for interior. Good quality
Plastic container of  2,5l / 5l / 10l / 15l.
Specify brand, capacity and price observed.
To be converted to price per 1 l.

14 311.32b Emulsion paint - for outside use Thinner: water.
White, mat finish. Good quality.
Plastic container of 10 l / 15 l.
Specify brand, capacity and price observed.
To be converted to price per 1 l.
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15 311.32c Acryl paint - for outside use Thinner: water.
White, mat finish. Good quality.
Plastic container of 10 l / 15 l.
Specify brand, capacity and observed price.
To be converted to price per 1 l.

16 311.32d Gloss paint - Indoor / Outdoor 
use

Good quality - Thinner: White Spirit.
White, high gloss,  impact and scratch resistant, weather-
proof for wood and metal use. Tin of 0,375 l /0,5 l / 0, 75 l / 1 
l
(1 l = 1.1 kg net).
Specify brand, capacity and price observed.
To be converted to price per 1 l.

17 311.32e Silicone Transparent for inside and outside use. Cartridge of approx. 
310 ml.
Specify brand, capacity and observed price. To be converted 
to price per 1 l.

18 311.32f Glazier's putty Loose or in pack of 0,5 kg or 1 kg.
Specify if sold loose or packed.
Specify weight and price for 1 kg.

19 311.32g Washable wallpaper (PVC-
SIMPLEX or PVC-DUPLEX)

Patterned with floral design, 3 colours, borderless, not 
prepasted; weight +/- 130 g per m². In a roll of 0,53 m  x 
10,05 m (5,3 m2). Spécify if PVC-Simplex or PVC-Duplex. 
Specify brand, weight,  price observed and price per 10m2.

20 311.32h Paintable wallpaper With rough surface, not patterned or coloured, borderless, 
not prepasted; weight +/- 130 g per m². In roll of approx. 0,53 
cm x 33 m (17,49 m2) / 0,53 x 10,05m (5,3 m2); Specify 
brand, weight, length of the roll, price observed and price per 
10 m².

21 311.32i Wallpaper IKEA FINA, MÄRTA, ROSEMARY
Roll of 0,53 X 10,05m.
Specify model and price per roll

22 311.32ja Cement, grey Portland - normal setting
Sold in sacks of 25 kg / 40 kg / 50 kg
Specify weight, price observed and price per kg

23 311.32jb Cement, grey Portland - normal setting
Sold loose
Specify price for 1 kg

24 311.32k Plastering indoor - powder For filling up cracks und holes.
Powder - to be mixed with water.
Packs of 1kg /2kg /5kg
Specify brand, weight, price observed and price per kg

25 311.32l Plastering  indoor - ready to be 
used

For filling up cracks und holes.
In plastic container of 0,5 kg / 1 kg / 1, 5 kg
Specify brand, capacity, price observed and price per kg

26 312.11a Price of drinking water Monthly consumption of 10 - 15 m³, including monthly rent of 
the  meter, including all charges and taxes. Without costs or 
taxes for sullage. (Each country should state the calculation 
method used).
Specify price for 1m3

27 312.11b Price of drinking water Monthly consumption of 10 - 15 m³, including monthly rent of 
meter, including all charges and taxes as well as costs or 
taxes for sullage. (Each country should state the calculation 
method used).
Specify price for 1m3.
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28 321.11-12 Electric current - General 
remarks

Indicate average price per KWh of electric current for the 
month of September for the following consumption 
categories including rent of meter and VAT. If other elements 
than those mentioned influence the tariff (i.e. number of 
sockets, number of rooms, total area), the price of each 
definition (contrat type) should refer to the average situation 
respectively in the different survey cities. (Indicate the 
method of calculation).

29 321.11a Monthly electricity consumption: 
50 KWh

Including rent of meter and VAT.
Specify method of calculation.
Give price for 1 KWh.

30 321.11b Monthly electricity consumption: 
100 KWh

Including rent of meter and VAT.
Specify method of calculation.
Give price for 1 KWh.

31 321.12a Yearly electricity consumption: 
2500 KWh

Rent of meter and VAT included.
Specify method of calculation.
Give price for 1 KWh.

32 321.12b Yearly electricity consumption: 
3500 KWh (of which 1300 KWh is 
off-peak)

Including rent of meter and VAT.
Specify method of calculation.
Give price for 1 KWh.

33 321.12c Yearly electricity consumption: 
6000 KWh off peak

Rent of meter and VAT included.
Specify method of calculation.
Give price for 1 KWh.

34 321.12d Yearly electricity consumption: 
8400 KWh

Rent of meter and VAT included.
Specify method of calculation.
Give price for 1 KWh.

35 321.12e Yearly electricity consumption: 
12000 KWh

Rent of meter and VAT included.
Specify method of calculation.
Give price for 1 KWh.

36 321.12f Yearly electricity consumption: 
12000 KWh (of which 9000 off-
peak)

Rent of meter and VAT included.
Specify method of calculation.
Give price for 1 KWh.

37 321.12g Yearly electricity consumption: 
15000 KWh (of which 11250 KWh 
off-peak)

Rent of meter and VAT included.
Specify method of calculation.
Give price for 1 KWh.

38 321.12h Yearly electricité consumption: 
18000 KWh

Rent of meter and VAT included.
Specify method of calculation.
Give price for 1 KWh.

39 321.12i Yearly electricity consumption: 
20000 KWh (of which 10000 KWh 
is off-peak)

Including rent of meter and VAT.
Specify method of calculation.
Give price for 1 KWh.

40 322.11-12 Gas - General remark Average price of gas by G Joule for an annual consumption 
according to the following categories including rent of meter 
and VAT. If other elements than those mentioned influence 
the tariff, the price of each definition (contract type) should 
refer to the average situation respectively in the different 
survey cities. (Specify method of calculation).

41 322.11a Annual gas consumption: 8.37 G 
Joule or 2,326 KWh

(Formerly expressed as 2 Gcal)
Including rent of meter and VAT.
Specify method of calculation.
Give price for 1 G Joule.

42 322.11b Annual gas consumption: 12.56 G 
Joule or 3,489 KWh

(Formerly expressed as 3 Gcal).
Including rent of meter and VAT.
Give price for 1 G Joule.
Specify method of calculation.
Give price for 1 G Joule.
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43 322.11c Annual gas consumption: 16.74 G 
Joule or 4,652 KWh

(Formerly expressed as 4 Gcal.
Including rent of meter and VAT.
Specify method of calculation.
Give price for 1 G Joule.

44 322.12a Annual gas consumption: 83.7 G 
Joule or 23,620 KWh

(Formerly expressed as 20 Gcal).
Including rent of meter and VAT.
Specify method of calculation.
Give price for 1 G Joule.

45 322.12b Annual gas consumption: 125.6 G 
Joule or 34,890 KWh

(Formerly expressed as 30 Gcal).
Including rent of meter and VAT.
Specify method of calculation.
Give price for 1 G Joule.

46 322.12c Annual gas consumption: 1046.5 
G Joule or 290,750 KWh

(Formerly expressed as 250 Gcal).
Including rent of meter and VAT.
Specify method of calculation.
Give price pour 1 JG Joule.

47 322.21a Liquefied gas: Propane In 10 to 13 kg bottle for stoves or gas cookers. Deposit 
excluded.
Bottle not delivered to customer.
Indicate capacity, price observed and price for 10 kg.

48 322.21b Liquefied gas: Propane In 30 to 35 kg bottle for stoves or gas cookers. Deposit 
excluded.
Bottle delivered to customer within a radius of 5 km.
Indicate capacity, price observed and price for 10 kg.

49 322.21c Liquefied gas: Butane In 10 to 13 Kg bottle for stoves or gas cookers. Deposit 
excluded.
Bottle not delivered to customer.
Indicate capacity, price observed and price for 10 kg.

50 322.21d Liquefied gas: Propane For stoves or gas cookers.
1000 l delivered to customer within a radius of 5 km.
Indicate price for 1000 l.

51 322.21e Liquefied gas: Mixture of Butane 
and Propane

In 10 to 13 Kg bottle for stoves or gas cookers. Excluded 
deposit.
Bottle not delivered to customer.
Indicate capacity, price observed and price for 10 kg.

52 323.11a Central-heating oil (domestic) Heating gasoil (IRL)
Delivery of 2000 l to customer within a radius of 5 km.
Indicate price for 1000 l.

53 323.11b Central-heating oil (domestic) Heating gasoil (IRL)
Delivery of 5000 l to customer within a radius of 5 km.
Indicate price for 1000 l.

54 323.11c Paraffin for heating Sold loose or in container of 10-15 l.
Specify if sold loose or in container.
Specify price per 1 l.

55 324.11a Hard coal Antracite n° 3 (20/30 mm). Good quality. 
2000 kg delivered to customer within a radius of 5 km.
Specify price for 1000 kg.
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56 324.11b Charcoal For grill, good quality.
In paper sack of 2,5 kg / 5kg / 10 kg (not briquettes).
Specify the weight, observed price and the price for 1 kg.

57 432.11a Repair of  a washing machine of 
the following brands  ZANUSSI, 
SIEMENS, CANDY, AEG

Replacement of the pump of a washing machine. Frontloader 
(4,5 - 5 kg).
The repair is done at the dwelling of the owner by a 
technician of the brand.
Specify the brand and the labour rate, including VAT, for 1 
hour of such work. The price of the material is excluded.

58 432.11b Repair of a washing machine of 
the following brands  ZANUSSI, 
SIEMENS, CANDY, AEG

Replacement of the pump of a washing machine. Frontloader 
(4,5 - 5 kg).
The repair is done at the dwelling of the owner by a 
technician of the brand.
Specify the brand and the total amount invoiced, including 
VAT, for this work (quote). The price of the material is 
excluded.

59 432.11c Repair of washing machine 
EXCLUDING brands  ZANUSSI, 
SIEMENS, CANDY, AEG

Replacement of the pump of a washing machine. Frontloader 
(4,5 - 5 kg).
The repair is done at the dwelling of the owner by a 
technician.
Specify the labour rate, including VAT, for 1 hour of such 
work. The price of the material is excluded.

60 432.11d Repair of washing machine 
EXCLUDING brands  ZANUSSI, 
SIEMENS, CANDY, AEG

Replacement of the pump of a washing machine. Frontloader 
(4,5 - 5 kg).
The repair is done at the dwelling of the owner by a 
technician.
Specify the total amount invoiced, including VAT, for this 
work (quote). The price of the material is excluded.

61 461.11a Domestic servant (housework) - 
registered

Charge for one hour's work for a domestic servant doing 15 
hours housework per week for an employer, including social 
security contributions, insurance and any other charges 
borne by of the employer.
Specify method of calculation.

62 461.11b Domestic servant (housework) - 
not registered

Charge for one hour's work for a domestic servant doing 5 
hours housework per week for an employer, excluding social 
security contributions, insurance and any other charges 
borne by the employer.

63 461.11c Gardening - not registered Price for 1 hour work for a person doing garden work for a 
private person.

64 461.11d Gardener - registered Layout of a garden. Gardener working for a private person 
and employed by a gardening company.
Specify the amount billed by the gardening company for 1 
hour of such work.

65 461.11e Baby sitting - not registered 5 hours in the evening (8 pm - 1 am) on a saturday evening 
by a teenage babysitter
Price for 1 hour.

66 621.11aa Tyre Uniroyal.
175/70 R 13 T Rallye 580
Tubeless.
Without fitting and balancing.

67 621.11ab Tyre Uniroyal.
175/70 R 13 T Rallye 580
Tubeles.
With fitting and balancing.
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68 621.11ba Tyre Michelin.
175/70 R 13 T Energy XT1.
Tubeless.
Without fitting and balancing.

69 621.11bb Tyre Michelin.
175/70 R 13 T Energy XT1
Tubeless.
With fitting and balancing.

70 621.11ca Tyre Dunlop.
175/70 R 13 T SP10 3e
Tubeless.
Without fitting and balancing.

71 621.11cb Tyre Dunlop.
175/70 R 13 T SP10 3e
Tubeless.
With fitting and balancing.

72 621.11da Tyre Continental.
185/65 R 14 T CT 22.
Tubeless.
Without fitting and balancing.

73 621.11db Tyre Continental.
185/65 R 14 T CT 22.
Tubeless.
With fitting and balancing.

74 621.11ea Tyre Semperit.
155/70  R 13 T  TOP LIFE (M701).
Tubeless.
Without fitting and balancing.

75 621.11eb Tyre Semperit.
155/70  R 13 T  TOP LIFE (M701).
Tubeless.
With fitting and balancing.

76 621.11fa Tyre Pirelli.
185/60 R 14 H P4000
Tubeless.
Without fitting and balancing.

77 621.11fb Tyre Pirelli.
185/60 R 14 H P4000
Tubeless.
With fitting and balancing.

78 621.11ga Tyre Good-Year.
185/60 R 14 T GT 2
Tubeless.
Without fitting and balancing.

79 621.11gb Tyre Good-Year.
185/60 R 14 T GT 2
Tubeless.
With fitting and balancing.

80 621.11ha Tyre Good-Year 
185/60 - R 14 H Eagle NCT 3
Tubeless.
Without fitting and balancing.

81 621.11hb Tyre Good-Year 
185/60 - R 14 H Eagle NCT 3
Tubeless.
With fitting and balancing.

82 621.11ia Tyre Vredestein.
175/70 R13T SPRINT +.
Tubeless.
Without fitting and balancing.

83 621.11ib Tyre Vredestein.
175/70 R13T SPRINT +.
Tubeless.
With fitting and balancing.
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84 621.11ja Tyre Vredestein.
175/70 R13 T T - TRAC
Tubeless.
Without fitting and balancing.

85 621.11jb Tyre Vredestein.
175/70 R13 T T - TRAC 
Tubeless. 
With fitting and balancing.

86 621.11ka Tyre Gislaved.
165/80 R 13 Q NORDFROST II
Tubeless.
Without fitting and balancing.

87 621.11kb Tyre Gislaved.
165/80 R 13 Q NORDFROST II
Tubeless.
With fitting and balancing

88 621.11la Tyre Firestone.
175/70 R 13 T F580
Tubeless.
Without fitting and balancing.

89 621.11lb Tyre Firestone.
175/70 R 13 T F580
Tubeless.
With fitting and balancing.

90 621.11ma Tyre Viking.
175/70 R 13 T VSS 100
Tubeless.
Without fitting and balancing.

91 621.11mb Tyre Viking.
175/70 R 13 T VSS 100
Tubeless.
With fitting and balancing.

92 621.11na Tyre Nokian
175/70 R 13 T NRT 2 
Tubeless.
With fitting and balancing.

93 621.11nb Tyre Nokian
175/70 R 13 T NRT 2
Tubeless.
Without fitting and balancing.

94 621.12a Car battery: 12 V 45 Ah Tudor.
Ref. 545.40
Charged.

95 621.12b Car battery: 12 V 88 Ah TUDOR.
592.10
Charged.

96 621.12c Car battery: 12 V 44 Ah Prestolite.
54449
Charged.

97 621.12d Car battery: 12 V 92 Ah Prestolite.
588.27.
Charged.

98 621.12e Car battery: 12 V 44 Ah OPEL (AC DELCO).
Type 1201030..
Charged.

99 621.12f Car battery: 12 V 55 Ah BOSCH.
Type 0093 555 59.
Charged.
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100 621.12g Car battery: 12 V 55 Ah Varta.
Ref. 055559 310
Charged.

101 621.12h Car battery: 12 V 44 Ah Banner.
544/59.

102 621.12i Sparking plug Champion.
Ref. N9YCC.
Sold loose or in pack of 4.
Give price for 1 plug.
Specify if sold loose or in pack of 4

103 621.12j Sparking plug Champion.
Ref. N9YC.
Sold loose or in pack of 4.
Give price for 1 plug.
Specify if sold loose or in pack of 4

104 621.12k Sparking plug Bosch.
Ref. W 7 D C.
Sold loose or in pack of 4.
Give price for 1 plug.
Specify if sold loose or in pack of 4

105 621.12l Sparking plug NGK.
Ref. BP 5ES.
Sold loose or in pack of 4.
Give price for 1 plug.
Specify if sold loose or in pack of 4

106 621.12m Sparking plug OPEL (AC DELCO).
Ref. 1214807.
Sold loose or in pack of 4.
Give price for 1 plug.
Specify if sold loose or in pack of 4

107 621.21aa Service - garage (mechanic) Replacement of brake linings on four wheels for a
FIAT PUNTO. Work to be done by a Fiat dealer.
Total cost of labour including VAT, excluding price for parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

108 621.21ab Service - garage (mechanic) Replacement of brake linings on four wheels for a
FIAT PUNTO. Work not to be done by a Fiat dealer.
Total cost of  labour including VAT, excluding price for parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

109 621.21ba Services - garage (mechanic) Replacement of linings on clutch discs for a
FIAT PUNTO. Work to be done by a Fiat dealer.
Price for 1 hour of such work including VAT, excluding price 
of parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

110 621.21bb Services - garage (mechanic) Replacement of linings on clutch discs for a
FIAT PUNTO. Work not to be done by a Fiat dealer.
Price for 1 hour of such work including VAT, excluding price 
of parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.
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111 621.21ca Services - garage (mechanic) Replacement of linings on clutch discs for a
FIAT PUNTO. Work to be done by a FIAT dealer.
Total cost of labour, incl. VAT, excluding price of parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

112 621.21cb Services - garage (mechanic) Replacement of linings on clutch discs for a
FIAT PUNTO. Work not to be done by a Fiat dealer.
Total cost of labour including VAT, excluding price of parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

113 621.21da Service - garage (mechanic) Replacement of brake linings on four wheels for a
RENAULT CLIO 1200cc. Work to be done by a Renault 
dealer.
Total cost of  labour including VAT, excluding price for parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

114 621.21db Service - garage (mechanic) Replacement of brake linings on four wheels for a
RENAULT CLIO 1200cc. Work not to be done by a Renault 
dealer.
Total cost of  labour including VAT, excluding price for parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

115 621.21ea Services - garage (mechanic) Replacement of linings on clutch discs for a
RENAULT CLIO 1200cc. Work to be done by a RENAULT 
dealer.
Price for 1 hour of such work including VAT, excluding price 
of parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

116 621.21eb Services - garage (mechanic) Replacement of linings on clutch discs for a
RENAULT CLIO 1200cc. Work not to be done by a 
RENAULT dealer.
Price for 1 hour of such work including VAT, excluding price 
of parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

117 621.21fa Services - garage (mechanic) Replacement of linings on clutch discs for a
Renault CLIO 1200cc. Work to be done by a Renault dealer.
Total cost of labour, incl. VAT, excluding price of parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

118 621.21fb Services - garage (mechanic) Replacement of linings on clutch discs for a
RENAULT CLIO 1200cc. Work not to be done by a 
RENAULT dealer.
Total cost of  labour including VAT, excluding price for parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

119 621.21ga Service - garage (mechanic) Replacement of brake linings on four wheels for a
VW Golf (1.4-1.8 l). Work to be done by a VW dealer.
Total cost of  labour including VAT, excluding price for parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.
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120 621.21gb Service - garage (mechanic) Replacement of brake linings on four wheels for a
VW Golf (1.4-1.8 l). Work not to be done by a VW dealer.
Total cost of  labour including VAT,excluding price for parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

121 621.21ha Services - garage (mechanic) Replacement of linings on clutch discs for a
VW Golf (1.4-1.8 l). Work to be done by a VW dealer.
Price for 1 hour of such work including VAT, excluding price 
of parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

122 621.21hb Services - garage (mechanic) Replacement of linings on clutch discs for a
VW Golf (1.4-1.8 l). Work not to be done by a VW dealer.
Price for 1 hour of such work including VAT, excluding price 
of parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

123 621.21ia Services - garage (mechanic) Replacement of linings on clutch discs for a
VW GOLF (1.4-1.8 l). Work to be done by a VW dealer.
Total cost of labour, incl. VAT, excluding price of parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

124 621.21ib Services - garage (mechanic) Replacement of linings on clutch discs for a
VW GOLF (1.4-1.8 l). Work not to be done by a VW dealer.
Total cost of labour, incl. VAT, excluding price of parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

125 621.21ja Service - garage (mechanic) Replacement of brake linings on four wheels for a
Opel Astra (1.4-1.8 l). Work to be done by a Opel dealer.
Total cost of labour including VAT, excluding price for parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

126 621.21jb Service - garage (mechanic) Replacement of brake linings on four wheels for a
Opel Astra (1.4-1.8 l). Work not to be done by a Opel dealer.
Total cost of  labour including VAT, excluding price for parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

127 621.21ka Services - garage (mechanic) Replacement of linings on clutch discs for a
Opel Astra (1.4-1.8 l). Work to be done by a Opel dealer.
Price for 1 hour of such work including VAT, excluding price 
of parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

128 621.21kb Services - garage (mechanic) Replacement of linings on clutch discs for a
Opel Astra (1,4-1,8 l). Work not to be done by a Opel dealer.
Price for 1 hour of such work including VAT, excluding price 
of parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.
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129 621.21la Services - garage (mechanic) Replacement of linings on clutch discs for a
Opel Astra (1.4-1.8 l). Work to be done by a Opel dealer.
Total cost of labour, incl. VAT, excluding price of parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

130 621.21lb Services - garage (mechanic) Replacement of linings on clutch discs for a
Opel Astra (1.4-1.8 l). Work not to be done by a Opel dealer.
Total cost of labour, incl. VAT, excluding price of parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

131 621.21ma Service - garage (mechanic) Replacement of brake linings on fourwheels for a
VOLVO V 70. Work to be done by a VOLVO dealer.
Total cost of  labour including VAT, excluding price for parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

132 621.21mb Service - garage (mechanic) Replacement of brake linings on four wheels for a
VOLVO V 70. Work not to be done by a VOLVO dealer.
Total cost of  labour including VAT, excluding price for parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

133 621.21na Services - garage (mechanic) Replacement of linings on clutch discs for a
VOLVO V 70. Work to be done by a VOLVO dealer.
Price for 1 hour of such work including VAT, excluding price 
of parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

134 621.21nb Services - garage (mechanic) Replacement of linings on clutch discs for a
VOLVO V 70. Work not to be done by a VOLVO dealer.
Price for 1 hour of such work including VAT, excluding price 
of parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

135 621.21oa Services - garage (mechanic) Replacement of linings on clutch discs for a
VOLVO V 70. Work to be done by a VOLVO dealer.
Total cost of labour, incl. VAT, excluding price of parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

136 621.21ob Services - garage (mechanic) Replacement of linings on clutch discs for a
VOLVO V 70. Work not to be done by a VOLVO dealer.
Total cost of labour, incl. VAT, excluding price of parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

137 621.21pa Service - garage (mechanic) Replacement of brake linings on four wheels for a
Toyota Corolla 1400 - 1600cc. Work to be done by a Toyota 
dealer.
Total cost of  labour including VAT, excluding price for parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.
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138 621.21pb Service - garage (mechanic) Replacement of brake linings on four wheels for a
Toyota Corolla 1400 - 1600cc. Work not to be done by a 
Toyota dealer.
Total cost of  labour including VAT, excluding price for parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

139 621.21qa Services - garage (mechanic) Replacement of linings on clutch discs for a
Toyota Corolla 1400 - 1600cc. Work to be done by a Toyota 
dealer.
Price for 1 hour of such work including VAT, excluding price 
of parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

140 621.21qb Services - garage (mechanic) Replacement of linings on clutch discs for a
Toyota Corolla 1400 - 1600cc. Work not to be done by a 
Toyota dealer
Price for 1 hour of such work including VAT, excluding price 
of parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

141 621.21ra Services - garage (mechanic) Replacement of linings on clutch discs for a
Toyota Corolla 1400 - 1600cc. Work to be done by a Toyota 
dealer.
Total cost of labour, incl. VAT, excluding price of parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

142 621.21rb Services - garage (mechanic) Replacement of linings on clutch discs for a
Toyota Corolla 1400 - 1600cc. Work not to be done by a 
Toyota dealer.
Total cost of labour, incl. VAT, excluding price of parts.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

143 621.21sa Services - garage Replacement of 4 tyres on normal rims (not aluminium) and 
balancing of the wheels in a specialist tyre centre.
Price for labour including VAT, but excluding price of tyres.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

144 621.21sb Services - garage Replacement of 4 summer tyres by winter tyres and 
balancing of the wheels, in a specialist tyre centre.
All the tyres are already mounted on rims.
Price for labour including VAT, but excluding price of tyres.
The car should be less than 4 years old.

145 621.21t Services - car maintenance Service at 30.000 km (18.600 miles) for a
FIAT PUNTO (petrol).
In Fiat garage only, service to be done according to the 
manufacturer's specification.
Price for labour only, incl. VAT.

146 621.21u Services - car maintenance Service at 20.000 km (12.400 miles) for a
RENAULT CLIO 1200cc (petrol).
In RENAULT garage only, service to be done according to 
the manufacturer's specification.
Price for labour only, incl. VAT.

147 621.21v Services - car maintenance Service at 30.000 km (18.600 miles) for a
VW Golf (1.4-1.8 l) (petrol).
In VW garage only, service to be done according to the 
manufacturer's specification.
Price for labour only, incl. VAT.
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148 621.21w Services - car maintenance Service at 30.000 km (18.600 miles) for a
Opel Astra (1.4-1.8 l) (petrol).
In Opel garage only, service to be done according to the 
manufacturer's specification.
Price for labour only, incl. VAT.

149 621.21x Services - car maintenance Service of 45.000 km (27.900 miles) for a
VOLVO V 70 (petrol).
In VOLVO garage only, service to be done according to the 
manufacturer's specification.
Price for labour only, incl. VAT.

150 621.21y Services - car maintenance Service at 45.000 km (27.900 miles) for a
Toyota Corolla 1400 - 1600cc (petrol).
In Toyota garage only, service to be done according to the 
manufacturer's specification.
Price for labour only, incl. VAT.

151 621.21za Car wash Automatic wash with normal detergent including drying.
With automatic polish.
With wax. Top and sides only, excluding interior cleaning.

152 621.21zb Car wash Automatic wash  with normal detergent including drying.
Without automatic polish. Top and sides only, excluding 
interior cleaning.

153 622.11aa Petrol-Super unleaded 95 oct 
(Eurosuper)

Not self-service.
Specify price for 1 l.

154 622.11ab Petrol-Super unleaded 95 oct 
(Eurosuper)

Self-service.
Specify price for 1 l.

155 622.11ba Petrol -  97 oct ("Lowleaded") Not self-service.
Price for 1 l.

156 622.11bb Petrol -  97 oct ("Lowleaded") Self-service.
Price for 1 l.

157 622.11ca Petrol-Super unleaded 98 oct 
(Super Plus)

Not self-service.
Specify price for 1 l.

158 622.11cb Petrol-Super unleaded 98 oct 
(Super Plus)

Self-service.
Specify price for 1 l.

159 622.11da Diesel for car Not self-service.
Specify price for 1 l.

160 622.11db Diesel for car Self-service.
Specify price for 1 l.

161 622.11ea Engine oil Esso Ultra Oil 10W40. Bought in a petrol station, cash and 
carry.
Content: 1l, 2l, 4l or 5l.
Specify content, price observed and price for 1 l.

162 622.11eb Engine oil Esso Ultra Oil 10W40. Bought in a supermarket, 
hypermarket, specialist superstore. (No petrol station).
Content: 1l, 2l, 4l or 5l.
Specify content, price observed and price for 1 l.

163 622.11fa Engine oil CASTROL GTX 3 15 W 40. Bought in a petrol station, cash 
and carry.
Content: 1l, 2l, 4l or 5l.
Specify content, price observed and price for 1 l.

164 622.11fb Engine oil CASTROL GTX 3 15 W 40. Bought in a supermarket, 
hypermarket, specialist superstore. (No petrol station).
Content:1l, 2l, 4l or 5l.
Specify content,  price observed and price for 1 l.
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165 622.11ga Engine oil SHELL - HELIX PLUS 10 W 40. Bought in a petrol station, 
cash and carry.
Content: 1l, 2l, 4l or 5l.
Specify content, price observed and price for 1 l.

166 622.11gb Engine oil SHELL - HELIX PLUS 10 W 40 Bought in a supermarket, 
hypermarket, specialist superstore. (No petrol station).
Content: 1l, 2l, 4l or 5l.
Specify content, price observed and price for 1 l.

167 622.11ha Engine oil - 15 W 40 All brands EXCLUDING  Esso, Castrol, Shell. Bought in a 
petrol station, cash and carry.
Content: 1l, 2l, 4l or 5l.
Specify content, price observed and price for 1 l.

168 622.11hb Engine oil - 15 W 40 All brands EXCLUDING  Esso, Castrol, Shell. Bought in a 
supermarket, hypermarket, specialist superstore. (No petrol 
station).
Content: 1l, 2l, 4l or 5l.
Specify content, price observed and price for 1 l.

169 623.11a Car hire - HERTZ Hire for 7 days, unlimited mileage of a car of the cheapest 
group (Code SIPP/economy category).
Insurance: including CDW (collision damage waiver), 
TP(theft protection), but excluding PAI (personal insurance) 
and all risks insurance,.
The car is hired in the city-centre (not airport).
The car is returned to the point of departure.
Excluding petrol. Excluding special rates.
Tarif valid on 1.11.98.

170 623.11b Car hire - AVIS Hire for 7 days, unlimited mileage of a car of the cheapest 
group (Code SIPP/economy category).
Insurance: including CDW (collision damage waiver), 
TP(theft protection), but excluding PAI (personal insurance) 
and all risks insurance,.
The car is hired in the city-centre (not airport).
The car is returned to the point of departure.
Excluding petrol. Excluding special rates.
Tarif valid on 1.11.98.

171 623.11c Car hire - Excluding Hertz, Avis Hire for 7 days, unlimited mileage of a car of the cheapest 
group (1000 - 1200cc, 3 doors, 4 seats, manual 
transmission, without opening roof, without air conditioning).
Insurance: including CDW (collision damage waiver), 
TP(theft protection), but excluding PAI (personal insurance) 
and all risks insurance,.
The car is hired in the city-centre (not airport).
The car is returned to the point of departure.
Excluding petrol. Excluding special rates.
Tarif valid on 1.11.98.
Specify name of the company
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172 623.11d Car hire - Excluding Hertz, Avis Hire for 1working day,  for 300 km of a car of the cheapest 
group (1000 - 1200cc, 3 doors, 4 seats, manual 
transmission, without opening roof, without air conditioning).
Insurance: including CDW (collision damage waiver), 
TP(theft protection), but excluding PAI (personal insurance) 
and all risks insurance,.
The car is hired in the city-centre (not airport).
The car is returned to the point of departure.
Excluding petrol. Excluding special rates.
Tarif valid on 1.11.98.
Specify name of the company

173 623.11ea Driving - school Cost of a lesson in order to prepare for the test for a driving 
licence of type B, during a working day, in the morning in 
town, in a car
of approx. 1100 cc., without automic gearbox, all taxes 
included.
Specify the length of the lesson

174 623.11eb Driving - school Cost of a lesson in order to prepare for the test for a driving 
licence of type B, during a working day, in the morning in 
town, in a car
of approx. 1600 cc., without automic gearbox, all taxes 
included.
Specify the length of the lesson

175 623.11f Garage rental Monthly rental for a single garage for a medium-size car, 
individual locking door, in a residential suburb.

176 623.11g Parking 1 hour parking charge in the centre of the city at a parking 
meter.
Maximum length of stay no more than 2 hours.

177 623.11h Parking Price for 3 hours for a parking place in town centre in an 
indoor car-park of unlimited length of stay.
Excluding special rates.

178 623.11i Parking Monthly rental for a parking place in town centre in an indoor 
car park of unlimited length of stay.
Excluding special rates.

179 623.21a Private car insurance Insurance against third party (min. 1 mio ecu), theft, glas 
damage (excluding allrisk insurance).
Basic fare (no claims bonus) without excess.
Validity: all EU countries - green card.
The insured lives in the capital, drives 20.000 km a year, is 
more than 30 years old and has his driver's licence for more 
than 3 years.
Price of the annual premium including taxes for a Fiat Punto 
1245 cc - 43 Kw - 5 gear box speeds - 3 doors or similar car.

180 623.21b Private car insurance Insurance against third party (min. 1 mio ecu), theft, glas 
damage (excluding allrisk insurance).
Basic fare (no claims bonus) without excess. Validity: all EU 
countries - green card.
The insured lives in the capital, drives 20.000 km a year, is 
more than 30 years old and has his driver's licence for more 
than 3 years.
Price of the annual premium including taxes for a Peugeot 
106 XR 1,1 - 1124cc - 44 Kw - 5 gear box speeds - 3 doors 
or similar car.
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181 623.21c Private car insurance Insurance against third party (min. 1 mio ecu), theft, glas 
damage (excluding allrisk insurance).
Basic fare (no claims bonus) without excess.
Validity: all EU countries - green card.
The insured lives in the capital, drives 20.000 km a year, is 
more than 30 years old and has his driver's licence for more 
than 3 years.
Price of the annual premium including taxes for a VW Golf 
2,0 GTI - 16 V - 1984cc - 110 kw - 5 gear box speeds - 5 
doors or similar car.

182 623.21d Private car insurance Insurance against third party (min. 1 mio ecu), theft, glas 
damage (excluding allrisk insurance).
Basic fare (no claims bonus) without excess.
Validity: all EU countries - green card.
The insured lives in the capital, drives 20.000 km a year, is 
more than 30 years old and has his driver's licence for more 
than 3 years.
Price of the annual premium including taxes for a Renault 
19D RN - 1870 cc - 47 Kw - 5 gear box speeds - 4 doors or 
similar car.

183 623.21e Private car insurance Insurance against third party (min. 1 mio ecu), theft, glas 
damage (excluding allrisk insurance).
Basic fare (no claims bonus) without excess.
Validity: all EU countries - green card.
The insured lives in the capital, drives 20.000 km a year, is 
more than 30 years old and has his driver's licence for more 
than 3 years.
Price of the annual premium including taxes for a Mercedes 
200E - 1998 cc - 100 Kw - 5 gear box speeds - 4 doors or 
similar car.

184 631.11a Urban transport Urban bus journey over a distance of 2 km in the same zone 
(1 1/4 miles) starting in the city centre.
Price for a ticket at the basic fare (without reductions) on a 
Weekday at 10 a.m.

185 631.11b Urban transport Urban bus journey over a distance of 2 km in the same zone 
(1 1/4 miles) starting in the city center.
The ticket is valid for 10 journeys.
Give the price for one journey.

186 631.11c Urban transport Urban bus journey over a distance of 2 km in the same zone 
(1 1/4 miles) starting in the city centre.
Price for a ticket for an O.A.P. (old  age pensioner).

187 631.11d Urban transport Rate for making unlimited journeys by urban bus, over a 
distance of 2 km in the same zone (1 1/4  miles) starting in 
the city centre (basic fare - without reductions).
Price of weekly ticket.
(5, 6 or 7 day tickets are acceptable).

188 631.11e Urban transport Rate for making unlimited journeys by urban bus, over a 
distance of 2 km in the same zone (1 1/4 miles) starting in 
the city centre (basic fare - without reductions).
Price of monthly ticket.

189 631.11f Urban transport Rate for a making unlimited journeys by urban bus, over a 
distance of approx. 2 km (1 1/4 m) starting in the city-center 
in the same zone (basic fare-without reductions).
Price of annual ticket.
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190 631.11g Urban transport Urban bus journey over a distance of 6 km (4 m) starting in 
the city centre.
Price for a ticket at the basic fare (without reductions) on a 
weekday at 10 a.m..

191 631.11h Urban transport Rate for making unlimited journeys by urban bus, over a 
distance of 20 km (12 m) starting in the city centre (basic 
fare-without reductions).
Price of weekly ticket.
(5, 6 or 7 day tickets are acceptable).

192 631.11i Urban transport Rate for making unlimited journeys by urban bus, over a 
distance of 20 km (12 m) starting in the city centre (basic 
fare-without reductions).
Price of the monthly ticket.

193 631.11j Urban transport 1 hour ticket for journeys with the urban bus inside the city 
area.

194 631.11k Urban transport 24 hour ticket for bus journeys inside the city area.

195 631.12a Urban transport Fare for a journey by tram,tube or urban train over a distance 
of 2 km in the same zone (1 1/4 miles) starting in the city 
centre.
Calculate an average price weighted according to the relative 
importance of each of these types of transport.
Price for a ticket at the basic fare (without reductions) on a 
weekday at 10 a.m..

196 631.12b Urban transport Journey by tram, tube or urban train over a distance of 2 km 
in the same zone (1 1/4 miles) starting in the city centre.
The ticket is valid for 10 journeys.
Indicate the price for 1 journey.
Calculate an average price weighted according to the relative 
importance of each of these types of transport.

197 631.12c Urban transport Fare for a journey by tram, tube or urban train over a 
distance of 2 km in the same zone (1 1/4 miles) starting in 
the city centre.
Calculate an average price weighted according to the relative 
importance of each of these types of transport.
Price for a ticket for an O.A.P. (old age pensioner).

198 631.12d Urban transport Rate of a weekly ticket for making unlimited journeys by 
tram, tube or urban train over a distance of 2 km in the same 
zone starting in the city centre (1 1/4 miles), (5, 6 or 7 day 
tickets are acceptable).
Calculate an average price weighted according to the relative 
importance of each of these types of transport.

199 631.12e Urban transport Monthly ticket for making unlimited journeys by tram, tube or 
urban train over a distance of 2 km in the same zone (1 1/4 
miles) starting in the city centre.
Calculate an average price weighted according to the relative 
importance of each of these types of transport.

200 631.12f Urban transport Rate for an annual ticket for making unlimited journeys by 
tram, tube or urban train over a distance of 2 km in the same 
zone (1 1/4 miles) starting in the city centre.
Calculate an average price weighted according to the relative 
importance of each of these types of transport.

201 631.12g Urban transport Fare for a journey by tram, tube or urban train over a 
distance of 6 km (4m) starting in the city centre.
Calculate an average price weighted according to the relative 
importance of each of these types of transport.
Price for a ticket at the basic fare (without reductions) on a 
weekday at 10 a.m..
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202 631.12h Urban transport Rate of a weekly ticket for making unlimited journeys by 
tram, tube or urban train over a distance of 20 km starting in 
the city centre (12 m), (5, 6 or 7 day tickets are acceptable).
Calculate an average price weighted according to the relative 
importance of each of these types of transport.

203 631.12i Urban transport Monthly ticket for making unlimited journeys by tram, tube or 
urban train over a distance of 20 km (12 m) starting in the 
city centre..
Calculate an average price weighted according to the relative 
importance of each of these types of transport.

204 631.12j Urban transport 1 hour ticket for journeys by tram, tube or urban train, in the 
survey city.
Calculate an average price weighted according to the relative 
importance of each of these types of transport.

205 631.12k Urban transport 24 hour ticket for journeys by tram, tube or urban train in the 
city area. Calculate an average price weighted according to 
the relative importance of each of these types of transport.

206 631.13a Taxi Price for a journey over a distance of 3 km (3280 yds)in the 
town centre, no break in journey at request of passenger.
Day rates (during working days), outside rush hours, for one 
person without luggage, including basic fare and tip where 
obligatory.
Not called by telephone.

207 632.11a Coach Price of ticket, basic fare (without reduction) for a single fare 
over a distance of 35 km (20 m) starting in the city centre, 
during a working day.

208 632.11b Coach Price of ticket, basic fare (without reduction), for a single fare 
over a distance of 100 km (75 m) starting in the city centre, 
during a working day.

209 632.11c Coach Price of ticket, basic fare (without reduction), for a single fare 
over a distance of 500 km (300 m) starting in the city centre, 
during a working day.

210 632.11d Coach Price of return ticket over a distance of 35 km (20 miles) total 
70 km (40 miles) starting in the city centre, during a working 
day, basic fare (without reduction).
Returning the same day.

211 632.11e Coach Price of return ticket over a distance of 200 km (125 miles) 
total 400 km (250 miles), starting in the city centre, basic fare 
(without reduction). During working days.

212 632.11f Coach Price of return ticket over a distance of 500 km (300  miles) 
Total 1000 km (600  miles), starting in the city centre, basic 
fare (without reduction). During working days.
Departure and return not on the same day.

213 632.11g Coach Rate making unlimited journeys by coach over a distance of 
35 km (20 m) (per travel) starting in the city centre. Price of 
weekly ticket.

214 632.11h Coach Rate for making unlimited journeys by coach over a distance 
of 50 km (30 m) (per travel) starting in the city centre. Price 
of a monthly ticket.

215 632.12a Rail travel Price of 2nd class single ticket for a journey of approx.50 km 
(30 miles) starting in the survey city, made on a Wednesday. 
Without seat booking.
Validity of ticket: 1 day, basic fare (without reduction).

216 632.12b Rail travel Cost of a second class single ticket for an O.A.P. (old age 
pensioner)  making a journey of 50 km (30 miles) starting in 
the survey city. Without seat booking.
Validity: 1 day, during a working day.
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217 632.12c Rail travel Price of 2nd class single ticket for a journey of 250 km 
(150miles) starting in the survey city made on a Wednesday. 
Day rate, basic fare (without reduction). Without seat 
booking.

218 632.12d Rail travel Price of 2nd class single ticket for a journey of 500 km (300 
miles) starting in the survey city made on a Wednesday. Day 
rate, basic fare (without reduction). Without seat booking.

219 632.12e Rail travel Price of 2nd class return ticket for a journey of 50 km (30 
miles) total 100 km (60 miles) starting in the survey city 
made on a Wednesday. Without seat booking.
Validity of ticket: 1 day, basic fare (without reduction).

220 632.12f Rail travel Price of 2nd class return ticket for a journey of 100 km (60 
miles)  total 200 km (120 miles) starting in the survey city 
made on a working day. Without seat booking.
Validity of ticket: 1 month, basic fare (without reduction).

221 632.12g Rail travel Price of 2nd class ticket allowing unlimited travel over 50 km 
(30miles) (per travel) starting in the survey city. Without seat 
booking.
Price of monthly ticket.

222 632.12h Rail travel Price of 2nd class ticket allowing unlimited travel over 50 km 
starting in the survey city (30 miles) (per travel). Without seat 
booking.
Price of annual ticket.

223 632.12i Rail travel Price of a first class return ticket from Bruxelles to each of 
the other European Union capitals plus Karlsruhe, Munich, 
Oxford, Varese. Shortest route. Validity of ticket: 2 months. 
With seat reservation. Train without excess fare. Full fare, 
special fare to be excluded. Both trips during a weekday. 
Specify route. See annex with specific tables per country.

224 632.12j Rail travel Price of a second class return ticket from the countrie's 
capital to each of the other European Union capitals plus the 
capitals of Switzerland, Norway and Poland. Shortest Route. 
Validity of ticket: 2 months. No seat reservation.
Train without excess fare. Full fare, special fares to be 
excluded. Both trips during a weekday. Specify the route. 
See annex with specific tables per country.

225 632.12k Rail travel - EUROSTAR Price for a 2nd class return  ticket on a weekday, with seat 
reservation, between London, Paris and Brussels.
See annex with specific tables per country.

226 632.21a Domestic flight Price of a return PEX ticket for a flight of 300 km (200 miles) 
total 600 km (400 miles) (theoretical air distance).
To be converted to price per 100 km. Specify method of 
calculation.

227 632.21b Domestic flight Price of a return PEX ticket for a flight of 1000 km (600 
miles) total 2000 km (1200 miles) (theoretical air distance).
To be converted to price per 100 km. Specify method of 
calculation.
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228 632.21c International scheduled flight Price of a PEX return ticket for scheduled flight from 
country's capital to each of the other EU countries' capitals 
plus capitals of Switzerland, Norway, Iceland, Poland and 
Cyprus. Direct flight or shortest route. Including airport taxes. 
See annex with specific tables per country.

229 632.21d Intercontinental flight Price of a  PEX tickets for a scheduled return flight (IATA 
fare) from the main airport of the country to New-York, 
Toronto, Mexico-City, Auckland, Sidney, Tokyo, Ankara, Tel-
Aviv for 1 person. No stop over. Including airport taxes.
Specify the price of ticket and length in km of the total 
distance (both ways). See annex with specific tables per 
country.

230 641.11a Postage of a letter - Domestic Price for domestic postage of one standard size letter less 
than 20 g by second class mail.

231 641.11b Postage of a picture-postcard Price for postage of a picture-postcard by airmail to the USA.

232 641.11c Postage of a parcel - Domestic Parcel weighing 2.5 kg and measuring 30 x 20 x 20 cm, sent 
over a domestic distance of 50 km (30 miles), not express 
mail. Home delivery.
Including delivery charge, if any.

233 641.11d Postage of a parcel - International Parcel weighting 1 kg, max. measures 30 x 20 x 20 cm, to a 
European country. No high speed delivery. Not registered. 
Home delivery.
Including delivery charge, if any. See annex with specific 
tables per country.

234 642.11a Monthly rental of one telephone 
connection

Cost of rental only. Exclude cost of any contractual minimum 
number of calls which may be included in cost of rental.

235 642.11b Telephone calls Cost of 50 local calls from a private line with automatic 
connection. Calls to last three minutes and to be made at the 
most favourable rate available between 9.00 and 17.00 hours 
on a working day.

236 642.11c Telephone calls Cost of 50 local calls from a private line with automatic 
connection. Calls to last 10 minutes and to be made at the 
most favourable rate available between 9.00 and 17.00 hours 
on a working day.

237 642.11d Telephone calls Cost of 10 interurban calls from a private line with automatic 
connection over a distance of approx. 75 km (50 miles). Calls 
to last 3 minutes and to be made at the most favourable rate 
available between 9.00 and 17.00 hours on a working day.

238 642.11e Telephone calls Cost of 10 interurban calls to be made from a private line 
with automatic connection over a distance of approx. 75 km 
(50 miles). Calls to last 3 minutes and to be made at the 
most favourable night rate.

239 642.11f Telephone calls - international Cost of an automatic international call of 3 minutes made 
from a private line at the most favourable rate.
To all EU countries as well as to Switzerland, Norway, 
Iceland, Poland, USA, Canada, New Zealand, Australia, 
Japan, Turkey, Israel and Cyprus.
See annex with specific tables per country.

240 642.11g Phonecall from a GSM mobile 
phone

Price of a 3 minute call from a private phone to a mobile 
phone, in the capital, on a working day (9h00-17h00).
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241 642.12a Telephone call from public call 
box

Price for a prepaid local telephone call with automatic 
connection from a public telephone box. The call is to last 3 
minutes and to be made at the most favourable rate 
available between 9.00 and 17.00 hours on a working day.

242 642.12b Telephone call from public call 
box

Price for a prepaid local telephone call with automatic 
connection from a public telephone box. The call is to last 30 
minutes and to be made at the most favourable rate 
available between 9.00 and 17.00 hours on a working day.

243 642.12c Telephone call from public call 
box

Price for a prepaid interurban telephone call with automatic 
connection from a public telephone box. The call is to last for 
3 minutes and to be over a distance of approx. 75 km (50m) 
and to be made at the most favourable night rate.

244 714.11a Services - Colour TV Technician Repair at home of a colour-TV: detecting the origin of the 
fault and replacement of an elementary electronic 
component.
Labour rate for 1 hour of such work  incl. VAT, excluding 
price of material.

245 714.11b Services - Colour TV Technician Repair at the workshop of a colour-TV: Work to be done by a 
dealer, detecting the origin of the fault and replacing of an 
elementary electronic component.
Labour rate for 1 hour of such work incl. VAT, excluding 
price of material.

246 721.11a Cinema In town centre. Price of one seat (this price should be 
calculated by taking an approximate weighted average of all 
the seats) without booking in advance. Normal evening 
performance lasting about 2 hours. Starting about 8.00 p.m. 
Price at box office. Day with reduced price excluded.

247 721.11b Football game Gate price for one adult for a game between two teams of 
the highest division and of the middle of the ranking. 
(Weighted average price of all the places).
Gate-price paid on admission, no season ticket, no special 
members price, no advance booking price.

248 721.11c Basketball game Gate price for one adult for a game between two teams of 
the highest division and of the middle of the ranking. 
(Weighted average price of all the places).
Gate-price paid on admission, no season ticket, no special 
members price, no advance booking price.

249 722.11a Tennis court Cost of hiring an outdoor hard tennis court for 2 persons in a 
residential suburb for one hour during the morning (9-12), on 
a working day. Not season ticket.
Price including use of changing facilities, excluding hire of 
equipment.

250 722.11b Tennis court Cost of hiring an indoor hard tennis court for 2 persons in a 
residential suburb for one hour during the morning (9-12), on 
a working day. Not season ticket.
Price including use of changing facilities, excluding hire of 
equipment.

251 722.11c Indoor swimming-pool Price of the entrance for an adult in the afternoon of a 
working day. Without time-limit.

252 722.11d Squash court Price of hiring a court for two persons. One hour after 8 p.m. 
on a working day. Price incl. the use of changing facilities, 
excl. hiring of equipment.
No special members price. No season ticket.

253 722.11e Bowling alley Hiring an automatic alley for 4 persons after 8 p.m. on a 
working day. Price of one hour including the use of changing 
facilities and special shoes.
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254 722.11f Bowling alley Hiring an automatic alley for 4 persons after 8 p.m. on a 
working day. Price of one game including the use of 
changing facilities and special shoes.

255 722.11g Fitness centre Subscription  (week, month, -..... year) for a member of a 
private fitness centre (excluding the membership fee). 
Facilities offered: Swimming pool, sauna, solarium, weights 
machines, aerobic. Unlimited access to the centre.
Specify type (length) of the subscription. See following tables

256 722.31a Licence for radio and television 
(colour)

Licence for one year.

257 722.31b Television rental. Price for the rental of a new colour television over a period of 
approx. six months, excluding returnable deposit, excluding 
cost of aerial. Lease purchase is excluded.
Modell: 70 cm. The television should have remote control 
and txt.
Convert to price for 1 month.

258 722.31c Television rental. Price for the rental of a new colour television over a period of 
approx. six months, excluding returnable deposit, excluding 
cost of aerial. Lease purchase is excluded.
Model: 63 cm. The television should have remote control and 
txt.
Convert to price for 1 month.

259 722.31d Videocassette rental Price for the rental of a videocassette for 24 hours during a 
working day. Excluding deposit. No special members price. 
Average price of the 10 most popular films.

260 722.41a Developing colour film 36 prints Standard film 135. Price of developing the film and for one 
glossy borderless print standard size approx. 10 x 15 cm 
from each exposure (36 prints). Done at a shop which 
provides neither a free film nor fast (eg. 24 hr) delivery 
service. The price should be that at which you can't reject the 
proofs.

261 722.41b Developing colour film 36 prints 
(Fast service - 1 hour)

Standard film 135. Price of developing the film and for one 
glossy borderless print standard size approx. 10 x 15 cm 
from each exposure (36 prints). The film should be taken to a 
shop which provides a fast delivery service. (1 hour). Proofs 
cannot be rejected.

262 722.51a Veterinary service Fees including VAT for the desexing of a female cat.
Specify if the ovaries are taken away or not.

263 722.51ba Veterinary service Fees including VAT for vaccination of a dog for rabies.
Price of vaccine excluded.

264 722.51bb Veterinary service Fees including VAT for vaccination of a dog for rabies.
Price of vaccine included.

265 731.11a Crime novel Agatha Christie.
Size: 11.5 x 16.5 cm.
Paperback, glossy cover.
Simple volume.
(220 +/- 40 pages).
In national language or most read language.

266 731.11b Novel Umberto Eco «The name of the rose».
Paperback, glossy cover, in national language or most read 
language.

267 731.11c Novel Joseph Conrad: "Lord Jim".
Penguin 20th century classics, ISBN 0-14-018092-3.

268 731.11d Biography Andrew Morton - Diana "Her true story" (1992) 
In national language or most read language.
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269 731.11e Books Average price of the 10 most sold fiction books- paperbacks 
(novels etc., excl. non-fiction books, art books, school books, 
travel guides) in the first week of November.

270 731.11f Pocket dictionary Langenscheidt Two sections in one plastic covered volume: from and to 
another language; approx. 70.000 words; 1100 +/- 200 
pages; size: 10.5 x 15.5 cm.
Prices for the volumes of the national language (or another 
chosen language) towards and from english, french, german, 
italian. Specify separately the prices for the different 
languages.

271 731.11g Dictionary - not Langenscheidt Two sections, in a volume: from and to another language; 
approx. 70.000 words; 1100 +/- 200 pages; size: 10.5 x 15.5 
cm.
Prices for the volumes of the national language (or another 
chosen language) towards and from english, french, german, 
italian. Specify separately the prices for the different 
languages.

272 731.11h Dictionary Concise Oxford English Dictionary, ISBN 0-19-861319-9

273 731.21a Daily-newspaper National daily-paper with largest circulation, not specialised.
Price for a single copy bought at a news stand, on a working 
day.
Specify name of paper.

274 731.21b Daily-newspaper National daily-paper with largest circulation, not specialised.
Specify name of paper and price for annual subscription.
Delivered home 6 days a week.

275 731.21c Magazine (weekly) Women's magazine with largest circulation (not specialised).
Single copy bought at a newsstand.
Specify name of magazine.

276 731.21d Weekly television guide With the largest circulation, primarily consisting of television 
listings. Price for a single copy purchased at a news stand 
(kiosk). Specify the name of the magazine.

277 731.21e Weekly sports magazine - 
Football

With the largest circulation, specialised in footbal. Price for a 
single copy purchased at a news stand (kiosk). Specify the 
name of the magazine.

278 731.21f Magazine (monthly) - Marie Claire In national language or most read language. Price of a single 
copy bought at a news stand.

279 731.21g Monthly magazine - National 
Geographic

In English. Purchased by annual subscription. Price of 
annual subscription.

280 731.21h Magazine (monthly) - Reader's 
Digest

In national language. Price for a single copy purchased in a 
news stand.

281 731.21i Guide MICHELIN Edition: France 1998: Hotels-Restaurants
Colour: red.
ISBN 206064089x.

282 741.11a Language course Course for beginners in class of 4-10 persons in a private 
institute.
Course of 30 - 60 hours: English, French or German.
Price for one lesson of approx. 45 minutes, to be converted 
to price for 45 minutes.

283 741.11b Language course Course for beginners in class of 4-10 persons in a private 
institute.
Course of 90 - 120 hours: English, French or German.
Price for one lesson of approx. 45 minutes, to be converted 
to price for 45 minutes.

284 741.11c Piano Lesson Private lesson by a qualified piano teacher's in a private 
music school, for a teenage beginner.
Price for one hour lesson.
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285 841.11aa Touristic trip Two weeks in the Club Mediterranee in Mexico (Cancun) for 
2 people in a double room (standard).
Arrival: first week of December.
Excluding travel. 

286 841.11ab Touristic trip Two weeks in the Club Mediterranee in Mexico (Huatulco) for 
2 people in a double room (standard).
Arrival: first week of December.
Excluding travel. 

287 841.11ac Touristic trip Two weeks in the Club Mediterranee in Mexico (Ixtapa) for 2 
people in a double room (standard).
Arrival: first week of December.
Excluding travel. 

288 841.11ad Touristic trip Two weeks in the Club Mediterranee in Mexico (Playa 
Blanca) for 2 people in a double room (standard).
Arrival: first week of December.
Excluding travel. 

289 851.11a Insurance - owned house Insurance at the replacement value against fire, water 
damages (excluding floods), theft for one family two-storied 
house, with 3 bedrooms, living surface: 160 m², build of 
stone (not wood), with central heating in a residential suburb 
of the capital. The value of the contents of the house are 
estimated at 50.000 ECU. The insured owns the house and 
lives there.
Price of the annual premium for a current contract for the 
house and the contents at the basic rate including taxes.

290 851.11b Insurance -rented flat Insurance against fire, water damages (excluding floods), 
theft of the contents at their replacement value of a rented 
flat, living surface: 100 m², build of stone (not wood), with 
central heating in a residential suburb of the capital. The 
value of the contents are estimated at 25.000 ECU.
Price of the annual premium for a current contract at the 
basic rate including insurance tax.


